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November 17, 2023  

 

Letter of Support for the Catalina Island Conservancy’s Catalina Island Restoration Project  

 

To Whom It May Concern, 

 

American Bird Conservancy (ABC) is a nonprofit organization dedicated to conserving wild birds and 

their habitats throughout the Americas. Over the past 50 years, North America has lost almost 3 billion 

birds1, with habitat loss, including degradation caused by introduced species, being a leading cause. As 

bird populations continue to decline and habitats become more fragmented and degraded, it is critical 

that we take the opportunity where we can to restore habitats to benefit birds and people. 

 

The negative impacts of artificially high deer populations on bird populations has been documented 

across North America. Using Breeding Bird Survey data for all of North America, a group of 73 

widespread species including both neotropical migratory and non-migratory species showed declining 

numbers as deer (white-tailed deer, black-tailed deer, and moose) numbers increased. Bird species that 

are known to be sensitive to higher deer densities declined more strongly in states with more deer2. 

 

On islands off the coast of British Columbia, islands that had had introduced Sitka black-tailed deer 

populations for more than 50 years had bird populations only 30% to 45% as high as populations of 

deer-free islands. On islands with long-term deer populations the bird species with the highest 

dependence on understory vegetation were most affected, and their abundance was only 7% of those on 

deer-free islands. Deer overabundance decreased bird food resources and reduced nest site quality3. In 

the islands of Puget Sound, black-tailed deer regulated cover and structure of the understory, which, in 

turn affected bird populations, and deer-free islands supported the most abundant and diverse bird 

faunas4. 

 

These anecdotes are from situations where deer are native but their numbers were artificially high. Deer 

are not native to Catalina Island, and this it can be expected that their impact on birds and their habitat 

would be even more significant as those habitats’ natural condition is without large herbivores. 

 

Surprisingly, deer can even have direct impacts on birds. White-tailed deer are also known to depredate 

songbird nests, eating both eggs and nestlings. Deer found and depredated both ground- and above-
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ground nests, and open bowl-type and covered-bowl nests5,6. Although deer are herbivores and such 

behavior may be uncommon, direct deer effects on birds could be significant at high deer population 

densities, such as those found on Catalina Island. 

 

Accordingly, American Bird Conservancy strongly supports the Catalina Island Conservancy’s Catalina 

Island Restoration Project. Completely and permanently removing non-native deer from the island is the 

only way to allow the island’s habitats and the species that rely on them to recover.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

 
 

Brad Keitt 

American Bird Conservancy 

bkeitt@abcbirds.org 
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